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Test set induction is a goal-directed proof technique which combines the full power
of explicit induction and proof by consistency. It works by computing an appropriate
explicit induction scheme called a test set, to trigger the induction proof, and then applies
a refutation principle using proof by consistency techniques. We present a general scheme
for test set induction together with a simple soundness proof. Our method is based on
new notions of test sets, induction variables, and provable inconsistency, which allow us
to refute false conjectures even in the case where the functions are not completely deflned.
We show how test sets can be computed when the constructors are not free, and give an
algorithm for computing induction variables. Finally, we present a procedure for proof
by test set induction which is refutationally complete for a larger class of speciflcations
than has been shown in previous work. The method has been implemented in the prover
SPIKE. Based on computer experiments dealing with mutual induction, SPIKE appears
to be more practical and e–cient than explicit induction based systems.
c° 1997 Academic Press Limited
1. Introduction
Nowadays, computer technology is at the heart of an increasing number of safety critical
systems such as the supervision of nuclear power stations and anesthetist control devices.
However, such systems may in general contain errors, and to ensure that they work safely,
a whole battery of tests is needed. Since we cannot perform an inflnite number of tests,
we run the risk that some errors may pop up in exceptional cases. The use of formal
methods can be considered as a remedy. What are formal methods? Typically they use
mathematically based notions to prove that a system is free of design errors.
In this context, equational reasoning plays a critical role in many computer science and
artiflcial intelligence applications, in particular, in program veriflcation and speciflcation
of systems. The use of equations is motivated by the existence of an initial model. Proof
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methods for this model are usually based on an induction scheme such as the one on
the structure of terms. Many approaches have been developed to prove theorems by
induction. The earlier approaches applied explicit induction arguments on the structure
of terms .(Aubin, 1979; Boyer and Moore, 1979; Bundy et al., 1989; Walther, 1993). The
Nqthm system .(Boyer and Moore, 1979) was developed within this framework and is
considered as one of the most successful theorem provers. Many of the heuristics in Nqthm
have been rationally reconstructed in the prover Clam .(Bundy et al., 1989). RRL .(Zhang
et al., 1988) is another theorem proving system that supports a cover set method which
is closely related to Boyer and Moore’s approach. Within the last decade, the proof by
consistency approach, which is based on rewriting and completion techniques, has been
developed in .Musser (1980) and has been reflned in several ways in .Huet and Hullot
(1982), .Hofbauer and Kutsche (1988), .Jouannaud and Kounalis (1989), .Fribourg (1989),
.Ku˜chlin (1989), .Bachmair (1988), .Wirth and Gramlich (1993). However, both approaches
have limitations. Guiding a proof by explicit induction requires some skill in flnding
the right axioms or hypotheses to apply. On the other hand, a proof using consistency
techniques does not require guidance from the user since the generation of lemmas is
performed automatically through the completion procedure. However, completion often
misses good lemmas, and fails in cases where explicit induction succeeds. More recently,
a new approach has been proposed which combines the full power of explicit induction
and proof by consistency .(Kounalis and Rusinowitch, 1990; Reddy, 1990; Bouhoula et
al., 1995; Bouhoula and Rusinowitch, 1995; Bouhoula, 1996; Bronsard et al., 1996). As in
explicit induction, we use explicit induction schemes, called test sets, so that we have more
control on the generation of lemmas. As in proof by consistency, we do not require the
construction of a hierarchy of lemmas to be proved. We have developed the system SPIKEy
.(Bouhoula, 1994c) on this principle. SPIKE has proved several interesting theorems with
limited user-interaction. For example, it has proved the Gilbreath Card Trick using two
lemmas provided by the user .(Bouhoula and Rusinowitch, 1995), while classical induction
provers, like COQ .(Dowek, 1991), Nqthm, and RRL, require no less than 15 lemmas.
However, the SPIKE system is restrictive since the computation of test sets is done only
if the constructors are free, and the strategy is refutationally complete only with respect
to Boolean speciflcations. Furthermore, the set of false conjectures that can be refuted
is very limited and the soundness proof of the procedure is long and delicate.
In this paper, we propose a general scheme for test set induction together with a
simple soundness proof. This procedure relies on the notion of test set. Our deflnition of
test set is more general than the previous one given in .Kounalis and Rusinowitch (1990),
.Bouhoula and Rusinowitch (1995). This deflnition, together with a new notion of provable
inconsistency and induction positions (which deflne the subset of variables of a conjecture
that can be instantiated by induction schemes), permit us to refute more false conjectures
than our previous deflnitions .(Bouhoula et al., 1995; Bouhoula and Rusinowitch, 1995),
particularly in the case where the axioms are not su–ciently complete. We show how
test sets can be computed when the constructors are not free, and give an algorithm
for computing induction variables. Finally, we present a procedure of proof by test set
induction which is refutationally complete for a larger class of speciflcations than in
previous works. Our approach does not need any hierarchy for managing the subgoals.
Therefore, mutual induction is automatically handled by our technique. This point is also
y SPIKE is available via anonymous ftp from ftp.loria.fr, in the directory
/pub/loria/protheo/softwares/Spike
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crucial for handling mutually recursive deflnitions. Recently, we have noticed that our
approach has some advantages concerning this problematic aspect of explicit induction
techniques .(Bouhoula, 1994a).
2. Terminology and Notation
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of rewriting. We introduce
the notations used later and refer to .Dershowitz and Jouannaud (1990) for a more detailed
presentation.
A many sorted signature § is a pair (S;F) (or simply F , for short) where S is a set
of sorts and F is a flnite set of function symbols. We assume a partition of F into two
subsets C and D of constructor symbols and deflned symbols respectively.
Let X be a family of sorted variables and let T (F ;X ) be the set of well-sorted terms.
Var(t) stands for the set of all variables appearing in t, and ](x; t) denotes the number
of occurrences of the variable x in t. A variable x in t is linear iff ](x; t) = 1. We use
LinVar(t) to denote the set of linear variables of t. A term t is linear iff ](x; t) = 1 for all
variables in Var(t). If Var(t) is empty, then t is a ground term. By T (F) we denote the
set of all ground terms. From now on, we assume that there exists at least one ground
term of each sort. A term in T (C;X ) is said to be a constructor term. The symbol ·
is used for syntactic equality between two objects. We denote by
!
s the list (or vector)
(s1; : : : ; sn).
Let N⁄ be the set of sequences of positive integers. For any term t, Pos(t) µ N⁄
denotes its set of positions and the expression t=u denotes the subterm of t at position u.
We write t[s]u (resp., t[s]) to indicate that s is a subterm of t at position u (resp., at some
position). The root position is written ". Let t(u) denote the symbol of t at position u. A
position u in a term t is said to be a non-variable position if t(u) · f 2 F , a linear variable
position if t(u) · x 2 X and x is linear, a non-linear variable position if t(u) · x 2 X
and x is non-linear. We use FPos(t) to denote the set of non-variable positions in t.
If u is a position, then juj (the length of the corresponding string) gives us its depth. If t
is a term, then the depth of t is the maximum of the depths of the positions in t. The
non-variable depth of t is the maximum of the depths of the non-variable positions in t.
A substitution assigns terms of appropriate sorts to variables. The identity substitution
is written I. Composition of substitutions ¾ and · is written by ¾·. The term t· obtained
by applying a substitution · to t is called an instance of t. If t· is a ground term then
we say that t· is a ground instance of t and · is a ground substitution (for t). A term t
unifles with a term s if there exists a substitution ¾ such that t¾ · s¾.
An equation (assuming F) is a pair e = e0 where e; e0 2 T (F ;X ) and have the same sort.
A conditional equation is an expression of the form: e1 ^ : : :^ en ) e, where e; e1; : : : ; en
are equations. A clausey is an expression of the form: :e1 _ ¢ ¢ ¢ _ :en _ e01 _ ¢ ¢ ¢ _ e0m. A
positive clause is a clause with only positive literals. Let c1 and c2 be two clauses such
that c1¾ is a subclause of c2 for some substitution ¾, then we say that c1 subsumes c2.
Let H be a set of clauses and C be a clause. We say that C is a logical consequence of
H if C is valid in any model of H. This is written H j= C.
Given a relation ! on terms, we denote by !⁄ its transitive closure. A relation ! is
Noetherian if there are no inflnite sequences t1 ! t2 ! ¢ ¢ ¢
In the following, we suppose that ´ is a transitive irre°exive relation on the set of
y In the following, we consider a clause as a term in an extended alphabet.
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terms, which is Noetherian, monotonic (s ´ t implies w[s] ´ w[t]), and stable (s ´ t
implies s¾ ´ t¾). The multiset extension of ´ will be denoted byÀ. Given a congruence
relation … on terms that is stable (s … t implies s¾ … t¾) and compatible with ´
(s ´ t; s … s0; t … t0 implies s0 ´ t0), we deflne ” as ´ [ …. Let c1 and c2 be two clauses,
we say that c1 is less than c2 w.r.t. subsumption ordering if there exists a substitution
¿ 6· I such that c2 · c1¿ .
A conditional equation a1 = b1 ^ : : : ^ an = bn ) l = r will be written as a1 =
b1 ^ : : :^ an = bn ) l! r if fl¾g À fr¾; a1¾; b1¾; : : : ; an¾; bn¾g for each substitution ¾;
in that case we say that a1 = b1 ^ : : : ^ an = bn ) l ! r is a conditional rule. The
term l is the left-hand side of the rule. A set of conditional rules is a conditional rewrite
system. A constructor is free if it is not the root of a left-hand side of a rule. A rewrite
rule P ) l ! r is left linear if l is linear. A rewrite system R is left linear if each rule
in R is left linear. From now on, we assume that for each conditional rule P ) l! r, if
l 2 T (C;X ), then r 2 T (C;X ).
A conditional rule is used to rewrite terms by replacing an instance of the left-hand side
with the corresponding instance of the right-hand side (but not in the opposite direction)
provided that the conditions hold. The conditions are checked recursively. Termination
is ensured because the conditions are smaller (w.r.t. ´) than the left-hand side. Now we
introduce the notion of term rewriting (w.r.t. ´) with conditional rules:
Definition 2.1. (Conditional Rewriting) Let R be a conditional rewrite system.
Let t be a term and u a position in t. We write: t[l¾]u !R t[r¾]u if there is a substitution ¾
and a conditional rule
Vn
i=1 ai = bi ) l ! r in R such that: for all i 2 [1 : : : n] there
exists a term ci such that ai¾ !⁄R ci and bi¾ !⁄R ci.
A term t is R-irreducible if there is no term s such that t !R s. A substitution ¾
is R-irreducible if x¾ is R-irreducible for any variable x of its domain. We say that two
terms s and t are joinable if s!⁄R v and t!⁄R v for some term v. The rewrite relation!R
is said to be ground convergent if the terms u and v are joinable whenever u; v 2 T (F)
and R j= u = v. An operator f 2 D is su–ciently complete iff for all t1; : : : ; tn in T (C),
there exists t 2 T (C) such that f(t1; : : : ; tn)!⁄R t. If each f 2 D is su–ciently complete,
then we say that R is su–ciently complete.
3. A General Scheme for Test Set Induction
In this paper axiomatizations are built from conditional rules, while the goals to be
proved are clauses.
3.1. inductive theory
Given a conditional rewrite system R, the inductive theory of R is the class of sentences
that are true in the minimal Herbrand (or initial) model of R. For detailed deflnitions
of initial models see for instance .(Padawitz, 1988). Every element in the domain of a
Herbrand model is denoted by a ground term built on the signature of R. Since ground
terms can easily be well ordered, induction is available as a natural technique to prove
sentences in these models. That is why we call the class of sentences that are valid in the
initial model of R: the inductive theory of R.
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Definition 3.1. Let R be a set of conditional equations. A clause C is an inductive
consequence of R iff it is valid in the initial model of R. This will be denoted by
R j=Ind C. Let H be a set of clauses, we say that R j=Ind H iff for all C 2 H, we have
R j=Ind C.
The following proposition gives a useful characterization of inductive consequences:
Proposition 3.1. A clause :e1 _ ¢ ¢ ¢ _ :en _ e01 _ ¢ ¢ ¢ _ e0m is an inductive consequence
of R if and only if for each ground substitution ¾,
(8i 2 [1 : : : n] : R j= ei¾) implies (9j 2 [1 : : :m] such that R j= e0j¾)
3.2. the principle of test set induction
In this section we present a generic procedure for test set induction. We flrst introduce
the ingredients allowing us to compute induction schemes. Then, we give our soundness
criteria.
selection of induction schemes
It is necessary to provide induction schemes to perform a proof by induction. In our
framework, these schemes are deflned by a function, which, given a conjecture, selects
the positions of variables where the induction will be applied (induction variables) and
by a special set of terms called a cover set or a test set used to instantiate induction
variables. Let us flrst consider the problem of choosing induction variables.
induction variables
Consider a simple example to show that the problem of choosing the induction variables
is fundamental for e–ciency. Let R = fx + 0 ! x; x + s(y) ! s(x + y)g. To prove
C · x + y = y + x, we instantiate C by induction schemes 0 and s(x), and derive four
subgoals: 0+0 = 0+0, 0+s(x) = s(x)+0, s(x)+0 = 0+s(x), and s(x)+s(y) = s(y)+s(x).
However, only two are really necessary for proving C: x+0 = 0+x and x+s(y) = s(y)+x.
This means that only certain variables should be instantiated by induction schemes. We
will now deflne this set of variables.
Definition 3.2. We say that a sort s is flnitary, if the set of R-irreducible ground terms
of sort s is flnite. Otherwise s is said to be inflnitary.
Definition 3.3. (Induction Variables) Let R be a conditional rewrite system and
let C be a clause. The set of induction variables of C, denoted by IndVar(C), is the
smallest subset of Var(C) such that:
if x is a variable of a flnitary sort, then x 2 IndVar(C).
if x is a variable which appears in a non-variable subterm t of C at position u (i.e.
t(u) · x) and there exists a rule Vni=1 ai = bi ) l! r in R such that t is uniflable
with l and:
1 u is a non-variable position of l or;
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2 l(u) is a non-linear variable in l or;
3 l(u) 2 (Si2[1:::n]fIndVar(ai); IndVar(bi)g);
then x 2 IndVar(C).
This deflnition is more general than the one given in .Bouhoula and Rusinowitch (1995)
and allows us to refute more false conjectures, particularly if the axioms are not su–-
ciently complete (see Example 3.3).
cover sets and test sets
Our method is based on the notion of cover sets and test sets. Let us flrst introduce
the following deflnitions:
Definition 3.4. A term t is said to be inductively reducible (resp., irreducible) by a
conditional rewrite system R if for each irreducible ground substitution °, t° is reducible
(resp., irreducible).
.Plaisted (1985) proved the decidability of inductive reducibility for flnitely many un-
conditional equations [see also .Comon (1989); .Comon and Jacquemard (1994)]. Note
that it is easy to semi-decide that a term t is not inductively reducible by a conditional
rewrite system .(Kaplan and Choquer, 1986).
Definition 3.5. A term t is strongly R-irreducible if none of its non-variable subterms
matches a left-hand side of R.
Definition 3.6. A term t is weakly irreducible by R if for all subterms s of t, if there
exists a rule P ) l! r in R and a substitution ¾ with s · l¾, theny P¾ is unsatisflable
for R (i.e. for all ground substitution ¿ , R 6j= P¾¿).
The clause u1 = v1 _ ¢ ¢ ¢ _ un = vn is weakly irreducible if for all i, ui 6· vi and the
maximal element (resp., elements) of fui; vig w.r.t. ` is (resp., are) weakly irreducible
by R.
Note that a strongly R-irreducible term is necessarily weakly R-irreducible.
Definition 3.7. (Cover Set) A cover set, denoted by CS, for a conditional rewrite
system R, is a flnite set of R-irreducible terms such that for all ground R-irreducible
term s, there exist a term t in CS and a ground substitution ¾ such that t¾ · s.
Cover sets are crucial for the soundness of our method. However, they cannot help us
to refute false conjectures. The following (mutually recursive) deflnition introduces our
notions of test sets and test substitutions.
Definition 3.8. (Test Set, Test Substitution) A test set is a cover set T S which
has the following additional properties:
y Assume that P · V ni=1 ai = bi. By abuse of notation, the set fa1¾; b1¾; : : : ; an¾; bn¾g will be
denoted by P¾.
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(i) the instance of an inductively reducible term by a test substitution matches a left-
hand side of R.
(ii) if the instance of a positive clause C by a test substitution ¾ is weakly irreducible,
then C¾ is not an inductive consequence of R.
A test (resp., cover) substitution for a clause C instantiates all induction variables
of C by terms taken from a given test (resp., cover) set whose fresh variables are renamed
apart.
We will denote by T S§(C) (resp., CS§(C)) the set of all possible test (resp., cover)
substitutions for the clause C.
Test sets can be considered as reflned induction schemes. They allow us to avoid the
failure of the procedure of proof by induction in many cases. This can be illustrated by
the following example:
Example 3.1. The following rules deflne odd and even for non-negative integers:
even(0)! true
even(s(0))! false
even(s(s(x)))! even(x)
even(x) = true) odd(x)! false
even(s(x)) = true) odd(x)! true: (3.1)
The conjecture even(x) = true_odd(x) = true is valid in the initial model of R. A test
set of R is f0; s(0); s(s(x)); true; falseg. The proof of the conjecture is immediate. Note
that the methods of proof by induction based on the notion of cover sets fail to prove this
conjecture if we consider the cover set f0; s(x); true; falseg. §
Test sets also permit us to refute false conjectures by constructing a counterexample.
Definition 3.9. (Provably Inconsistent) Let R be a conditional rewrite system and
T S be a test set for R. Let C · :(a1 = b1)_¢ ¢ ¢_:(an = bn)_c1 = d1_¢ ¢ ¢_cm = dm be
a clause. C is provably inconsistent if and only if there exists a test substitution ¾ such
that:
(i) for all i, R j=Ind ai¾ = bi¾.
(ii) c1¾ = d1¾ _ ¢ ¢ ¢ _ cm¾ = dm¾ is weakly irreducible by R.
The deflnition of provably inconsistent clause involves inductive validity and weak
R-irreducibility properties that are undecidable in the general case. However, Lemma 4.6
gives su–cient conditions under which we can decide whether a clause is provably incon-
sistent or not.
We now show the key property of a provable inconsistent clause: if C is provably
inconsistent, then C is not an inductive consequence of R. This result is proved by the
construction of a ground instance of C which falsifles the axioms.
Theorem 3.1. Let R be a conditional rewrite system. If a clause C is provably incon-
sistent, then C is not an inductive consequence of R.
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Proof. Let C · :(a1 = b1) _ ¢ ¢ ¢ _ :(an = bn) _ c1 = d1 _ ¢ ¢ ¢ _ cm = dm be a provably
inconsistent clause. Then there exists a test substitution ¾ of C such that:
(i) for all i, R j=Ind ai¾ = bi¾.
(ii) for all j, cj¾ 6· dj¾ and the maximal element (resp., elements) of fcj¾; dj¾g w.r.t. ´
is (resp., are) weakly irreducible by R.
By Deflnition 3.8, there exists a ground substitution ¿ such that R 6j= (c1 = d1 _ ¢ ¢ ¢ _
cm = dm)¾¿ and therefore R 6j=Ind C¾ by using (i). 2
Our notion of provably inconsistent clause allows us to refute more false conjectures
than previous methods .(Kounalis and Rusinowitch, 1990; Bouhoula and Rusinowitch,
1995; Bouhoula et al., 1995). In particular, we can now refute false conjectures even
when the axioms are not su–ciently complete.
Example 3.2. Consider the following conditional speciflcation which deflnes the predi-
cate • on the natural numbers and the predicate ordered which checks whether a list of
numbers is ordered.
0 • x! true
s(x) • 0! false
s(x) • s(y)! x • y
ordered(cons(x; nil))! true
x • y = false) ordered(cons(x; cons(y; z)))! false:
The predicate ordered is not su–ciently complete and the equation
ordered(cons(0; cons(0; y))) = false
is provably inconsistent. Indeed, ordered(cons(0; cons(0; y))) does not contain any in-
duction variable and is weakly R-irreducible since 0 • 0 = false is unsatisflable in R.
With the methods of .Kounalis and Rusinowitch (1990), .Bouhoula et al. (1995), .Bouhoula
and Rusinowitch (1995), this equation is not provably inconsistent since ordered(cons(0;
cons(0; y))) is not strongly R-irreducible. §
Example 3.3. Consider Example 3.1 and remove rule (3.1), then the predicate odd
is not su–ciently complete. Consider the conjecture odd(x) = true, x is an induction
variable w.r.t. Deflnition 3.3. Instantiating x by 0 yields odd(0) = true which is simplifled
by R into: false = true, which is provably inconsistent. We conclude that odd(x) = true
is not an inductive consequence of R. Now, with the method of .Bouhoula and Rusinowitch
(1995), x is not an induction variable. On the other hand odd(x) = true is not provably
inconsistent since odd(x) is not strongly R-irreducible. Therefore, the method of .Bouhoula
and Rusinowitch (1995) fails to refute the conjecture odd(x) = true. §
3.3. soundness criteria
Our goal in this section is to describe an inference system I for proving/disproving in-
ductive consequences w.r.t. a given conditional rewrite system R. The inference system I
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operates on two setsy of clauses: (i) E, the conjectures to be checked, and (ii) H, the
induction hypotheses.
To prove the soundness of the inference system I, we start with a fair derivation and
show that any minimal non-valid clause in the derivation is persistent. Fairness roughly
means that every clause in the set of conjectures will be eventually modifled by some
inference. More formally: A derivation (E0; ;) ‘I (E1; H1) ‘I ¢ ¢ ¢ is fair if the set of
persistent clauses ([i \j‚i Ej) is empty. In the following, we assume that ´c is a well-
founded ordering on clauses that is monotonic, stable and satisfles the subterm property.
Definition 3.10. Let R be a conditional rewrite system and let E0 be a set of conjectures
such that R 6j=Ind E0. Let (E0; ;) ‘I (E1; H1) ‘I ¢ ¢ ¢ be an arbitrary I-derivation and
let C 0 be a minimal element w.r.t. `c, of the set
CE = fDµ j D 2 [iEi and R 6j= Dµ for some ground irreducible substitution µg
Let C 2 [iEi be a minimal clause w.r.t. subsumption ordering such that C 0 · C`. We
say that I is sound if no rule applies to C.
We now justify our notion of soundness: if I is sound and the derivation is fair, then
all conjectures in E0 are inductive consequences of R.
Theorem 3.2. (Soundness of Successful Derivations) Let R be a conditional
rewrite system and let (E0; ;) ‘I (E1; H1) ‘I ¢ ¢ ¢ be a fair I-derivation. If I is sound
w.r.t. R, then we have R j=Ind E0.
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Let (E0; ;) ‘I (E1; H1) ‘I ¢ ¢ ¢ be a fair I-derivation
and assume that R 6j=Ind E0. Then, there exists a minimal counterexample C. Since I is
sound no rule applies to C, resulting in a contradiction by the fairness assumption. 2
This is the flrst step dealing with successful derivations. In the second step, we deal
with refutation, that is, a derivation in which an inconsistency pops up. To ensure that
the conjectures in E0 are not valid, we need that the inference system I is refutationally
sound, i.e., that it transforms valid premises into valid consequences.
Definition 3.11. Let R be a conditional rewrite system and let (Ei; Hi) ‘I (Ei+1; Hi+1)
be a derivation step. The inference system I is refutationally sound if R j=Ind Ei [ Hi
implies R j=Ind Ei+1 [Hi+1.
Theorem 3.3. (Soundness of Disproof) Let R be a conditional rewrite system and
let I be a refutationally sound system. Let (E0; ;) ‘I (E1; H1) ‘I ¢ ¢ ¢ be an I-derivation.
If there exists j such that Ej contains a provably inconsistent clause then R 6j=Ind E0.
Proof. Let (E0; ;) ‘I (E1; H1) ‘I ¢ ¢ ¢ be an I-derivation. Suppose that there exists j
such that Ej contains a provably inconsistent clause. From Theorem 3.1 we conclude
that R 6j=Ind Ej , and since I is refutationally sound, R 6j=Ind E0. 2
y We assume that E is a set, that is, two copies of the same clause (up to variable renaming) cannot
belong to E at the same time.
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Generate: (E [ fCg; H) ‘I (E [ E0; H [ fCg)
where E0 is the smallest set satisfying the following property:
8¾ 2 CS§(C), 8¿ a ground substitution, 9C0 2 E0 such that:
R [ (E [H [ fCg)`cC¾¿ j= (C¾¿ , C0¿) and C0¿ `c C¾¿ .
Simplify: (E [ fCg; H) ‘I (E [ E0; H)
where E0 is the smallest set satisfying the following property:
8` a ground substitution, 9C0 2 E0 such that:
R [ E`cC` [H„cC` j= (C`, C0`) and C0` `c C`.
Delete: (E [ fCg; H) ‘I (E;H)
if 8` a ground substitution:
R [ E`cC` [H„cC` j= C`.
Figure 1. Inference system I.
3.4. a generic procedure for test set induction
Let R be a conditional rewrite system and let CS be a cover set for R. Our genericy
procedure is formalized as the transition system presented in Figure 1. The rule Gener-
ate derives lemmas; Simplify and Delete eliminate redundancies. In these rules, …c is
a stable congruence on clauses compatible with ´c. Let H be a set of conditional equa-
tions. We use H`cC (resp., H„cC) to denote the set of instances of clauses in H which
are strictly smaller than (resp., smaller than or equal to) C w.r.t. `c.
Lemma 3.1. The inference system I is sound.
Proof. Let C` be a minimal counterexample w.r.t. Deflnition 3.10. We show by con-
tradiction that no rule applies to C.
1 Suppose that the rule Generate is applied to C. As the substitution ` is ground and
R-irreducible, there exists ¾ a cover substitution for C and a ground substitution
¿ such that: ` = ¾¿ . Therefore, there exists a clause C 0 2 [iEi such that:
R [ (E [H [ fCg)`cC` j= (C`, C 0¿):
We have R j= (E [ H [ fCg)`cC` since C` is a minimal counterexample in CE
(w.r.t. `c). Hence, R j= (C` , C 0¿). By assumption, we have C 0¿ `c C`. It
follows that C 0¿ is a counterexample smaller than C`, which is a contradiction.
2 Suppose that the rule Simplify is applied to C. Then, there exists a clause C 0 2
[iEi such that:
R [ E`cC` [H„cC` j= (C`, C 0`):
We have R j= E`cC`. Suppose there exists S 2 H such that R 6j= Sµ for some
ground irreducible substitution µ, and Sµ …c C`. Then, the clause Sµ is also
y Our procedure is generic in the sense that each inference rule describes a step in the procedure
which has to be instantiated to give an operational inference rule. An example of such an instantiation
is given in Section 4.5.
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minimal w.r.t. `c in CE . But the presence of S in H proves that the rule Generate
has been applied to S, in contradiction with a previous case. Therefore, R 6j= C 0`
and C 0` `c C`, which is a contradiction.
3 Suppose that the rule Delete is applied to C. Then we have:
R [ E`cC` [H„cC` j= C`:
We follow the same reasoning as in 2, and we conclude that:
R j= E`cC` [H„cC`
which is a contradiction, since R 6j= C`. 2
The inference system I can refute false conjectures. This result is of consequence to
the following lemma:
Lemma 3.2. The inference system I is refutationally sound.
Proof. Let C be a clause in Ei and (Ei; Hi) ‘I (Ei+1; Hi+1) be a derivation step
obtained by the application of a rule to C. Let us show that R j=Ind Ei+1 [ Hi+1 if
R j=Ind Ei [Hi. We will analyse the situation according to the rule applied to C.
1 Suppose that the rule Generate is applied to C with the cover substitution ¾. Let
¿ be a ground substitution. According to the assumption we have:
R j= (E [H [ fCg)`cC¾¿ :
On the other hand R j= C¾¿ , and therefore the Generate rule generates only valid
conjectures.
2 Suppose that the rule Simplify is applied to C. Let ` be a ground substitution.
According to the assumption, we have:
R j= E`cC` [H„cC`:
On the other hand R j= C`, and therefore the Simplify rule generates only valid
conjectures.
3 Suppose that the rule Delete is applied to C, then R j=Ind Ei+1 since Ei+1 µ Ei
in this case. 2
In our approach, already proved lemmas can easily be used in the same way as axioms.
Lemmas allow us to subsume or simplify the generated inflnite family of subgoals and
therefore to stop the divergence.
4. Test Set Induction in Conditional Theories
In this section we present an instance of the generic procedure which is refutationally
complete for a larger class of speciflcations than the methods given in .Bouhoula and
Rusinowitch (1995), .Bouhoula (1996). We flrst present algorithms to compute induction
variables and test sets. We then deflne a generalization of our inductive rewriting given
in .Bouhoula and Rusinowitch (1995).
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Input: a rewrite system R.
Output: induction positions of function symbols.
For all f 2 F :
- Pf := fs j there exists
V n
i=1 ai = bi ) l ! r 2 R and s is an element of faigi [ fbigi [ flg
such that s(") = fg.
- Pos0(f) := fu j 9s 2 Pf and u 2 (FPos(s) n f"g) or s(u) 62 LinVar(s)g
i := 0; saturation := false;
While : saturation do
- For all f 2 F :
For all
V n
i=1 ai = bi ) l[x]u ! r in R such that l(") = f and x 2 LinVar(l):
- Nx := f(h; v) j 9 a subterm s of faigi [ fbigi that contains x at position v and
s(") = hg
- If there exists (h; v) 2 Nx such that v 2 Posi(h)
then Posi+1(f) := Posi(f) [ fug
else Posi+1(f) := Posi(f)
- If for all f 2 F : Posi+1(f) = Posi(f)
then for all f 2 F : IndPos(R; f) := Posi(f); saturation := true
else i := i+ 1
End.
Figure 2. Computing induction positions.
4.1. how to compute induction variables
Given a conditional rewrite system R, the algorithm starts with the computation of
induction positions of function symbols. These positions are extensions of inductively
complete positions [see, .Fribourg (1989); .Bu˜ndgen and Ku˜chlin (1989)] for conditional
rewrite systems. This computation is done only once and permits us to determine whether
a variable of a term t is an induction variable or not. Then, it is no longer necessary to
consult the axioms in order to select the induction variables of a conjecture. The algorithm
presented in Figure 2 computes, for all functions f 2 F , the set of induction positions of f ,
denoted by IndPos(R; f). We can easily prove that the algorithm terminates, since F is
a flnite set of function symbols and there are only a flnite number of rules in R.
The following proposition gives us a su–cient criterion for computing induction vari-
ables without the use of uniflcation.
Proposition 4.1. The set IndVar(C) of induction variables of a clause C is the small-
est subset of Var(C) such that:
1 if x is a variable of a flnitary sort, then x 2 IndVar(C).
2 if x · t(p) where t is a subterm of C and p 2 IndPos(R; t(")), then x 2 IndVar(C).
Example 4.1. Consider the speciflcation of lists over natural numbers with an insert
operation, an ordered predicate on lists that is true iff a list is ordered, and an isort
operation which sorts (by insertion) a list of natural numbers (see Figure 3). The set of
axioms will be denoted by R. The application of the algorithm given in Figure 2 gives us:
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Pos0(•) = [1; 2]
Pos0(insert) = [2]
Pos0(isort) = [1]
Pos0(ordered) = [1; 1:2].
The induction positions of function symbols computed by the algorithm are:
Pos1(•) = IndPos(R;•) = [1; 2]
Pos1(insert) = IndPos(R; insert) = [1; 2; 2:1]
Pos1(isort) = IndPos(R; isort) = [1]
Pos1(ordered) = IndPos(R; ordered) = [1; 1:1; 1:2; 1:2:1].
Let C · ordered(insert(s(x); insert(s(x); y))) = true; y is the only induction variable
of C, because y occurs at position 2 of the subterm insert(s(x); y) and 2 is an induction
position of insert. The clause ordered(insert(0; cons(s(y); cons(z; t)))) = true does not
contain any induction variable. §
4.2. how to compute test sets
The computation of test sets for equational speciflcations is decidable [see, .Kapur et al.
(1987); .Bu˜ndgen and Ku˜chlin (1989); .Kounalis (1992); .Bu˜ndgen and Eckhardt (1992);
.Hofbauer and Huber (1994); .Schmid and Fettig (1995)]. Unfortunately, no algorithm
exists for the general case of conditional speciflcations. However, in .Bouhoula et al.
(1995), .Bouhoula and Rusinowitch (1995) some methods are described for computing
test sets for su–ciently complete conditional speciflcations over free constructors. In this
section, we study the computation of test sets when the constructors are not free.
Theorem 4.1. Let R be a ground convergent rewrite system that is su–ciently complete.
Assume that the constructors are specifled by a set of unconditional equations. Then, the
computation of test sets for R is decidable.
Proof. Since R is su–ciently complete the elements of test sets are necessarily construc-
tor terms. Therefore, to compute test sets, we consider only the axioms for constructor
symbols, which are unconditional. Since the computation of test sets for equational spec-
iflcations is decidable, the computation of test sets for R is also decidable. 2
Thanks to this theorem, any algorithm for computing test sets for equational specifl-
cations can be adapted to compute a test set for a su–ciently complete speciflcation if
the constructors are specifled by a set of unconditional equations. Now, assume that we
have an arbitrary speciflcation of constructors. Then, the following proposition gives us
a procedure to compute a test set. To this end, we need a few simple notions:
Definition 4.1. A term t is said to be inflnitary if for any position u in t for which t=u
is not ground, there exist inflnitely many irreducible ground instances of t whose subterms
at position u are distinct.
The depth (resp., non-variable depth) of R is deflned as the maximum depth (resp.,
non-variable depth) of left-hand sides of rules in (a non-empty) R and denoted Depth(R)
(resp., FDepth(R)). Let D(R) be FDepth(R) if R is left linear and Depth(R) otherwise.
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speciflcation: ordered
sorts nat, list, bool;
constructors:
0: ! nat;
s : nat ! nat;
true: ! bool;
false: ! bool;
nil : ! list;
cons : nat list ! list;
deflned functions:
• : nat nat ! bool;
insert : nat list ! list;
isort : list ! list;
ordered : list ! bool;
axioms:
0 • x! true;
s(x) • 0! false;
s(x) • s(y)! x • y;
insert(x; nil)! cons(x; nil);
x • y = true) insert(x; cons(y; z))! cons(x; cons(y; z));
x • y = false) insert(x; cons(y; z))! cons(y; insert(x; z));
isort(nil)! nil;
isort(cons(x; l))! insert(x; isort(l));
ordered(nil)! true;
ordered(cons(x; nil))! true;
x • y = false) ordered(cons(x; cons(y; z)))! false;
x • y = true) ordered(cons(x; cons(y; z)))! ordered(cons(y; z));
Figure 3. Speciflcation of ordered lists.
Proposition 4.2. Let R be a conditional rewrite system. Assume that R is su–ciently
complete and ground convergent. A test set can be computed as follows:
1 T S 0 = ft j t is a linear constructor term of depth • D(R) and 8p 2 Pos(t); t(p) 2
X iff jpj = D(R)g.
2 T S 00 = St2T S0 expand(t), where expand(t) is obtained from t by instantiating its
variables of flnitary sort s in all possible ways by ground constructor terms of sort s.
3 let T S be the subset of T S 00 composed of terms that are not inductively reducible
by R.
4 if the terms of T S are inflnitary, then T S is a test set for R.
Proof. Let T S be the test set computed by Proposition 4.2, and let t 2 T (F). Since
R is su–ciently complete, there exists t0 in T (C) such that t!⁄R t0. On the other hand,
R is a conditional rewrite system and for each conditional rule P ) l ! r 2 R, if
l 2 T (C;X ), then r 2 T (C;X ). Therefore, there exists t00 2 T (C) such that t0 !⁄R t00
and t00 is irreducible by R. So any irreducible term in T (F) is built only with constructors
and therefore is an instance of an element of T S. The proof of the second property is
trivial. Let us check the third property.
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Let C be the positive clause c1 = d1 _ ¢ ¢ ¢ _ cm = dm and let ¾ be a test substitution
of C such that C¾ is weakly irreducible. We must prove that R 6j=Ind C¾. By deflnition,
we have: for all i, ci¾ 6· di¾ and the maximal element (resp., elements) of fci¾; di¾g
w.r.t. ` is (resp., are) weakly irreducible by R.
Let Var(C¾) = fx1; : : : ; xkg. We now proceed to show (i) that there exists at least a
ground instance C¾¿ that is R-irreducible, and (ii) that this ensures R 6j=Ind C¾.
By assumption, any non-ground term in T S is inflnitary. Then, there exists a ground
substitution ¿ of domain fx1; : : : ; xkg such that ¾¿ is irreducible and:
a: 8 i 2 [1 : : : k]; jxi¿ j > jC¾j
b: 8 i; j 2 [1 : : : k]; i 6= j; kxi¿ j ¡ jxj¿k > jC¾j:
We now show that C¾¿ is R-irreducible.
Let ck¾¿ be maximal among fck¾¿; dk¾¿g, hence ck¾ is maximal among fck¾; dk¾g.
Assume now that there exists a rule P ) l ! r 2 R, a substitution fi and a position u
such that: ck¾¿=u · lfi and R j= Pfi.
We show in three steps that the same rule matches ck¾ with a substitution fl such
that for every variable that occurs at position w of l, xfl · xfi if xfi appears in ck¾,
and xfl · ck¾=u:w otherwise. So Pfl is unsatisflable and therefore R 6j= Pfi, which is a
contradiction.
First, since ¾¿ is irreducible, the rule must apply at a non-variable position u of ck.
Second, all variables in ck which are at non-variable positions of l must be induction
variables, hence are instantiated by ¾. Since ¾ replaces variables by terms of depth
D(R), then l does not overlap ¿ , that is, 8q 2 FPos(l); l(q) · ck¾(u:q). The third step
uses classical depth-based arguments as in .Bouhoula and Rusinowitch (1995).
We now proceed to prove (ii), that is C¾¿ is a counterexample. First, ck¾¿ 6· dk¾¿ , for
all k 2 [1 : : : n], by construction of ¿ and assumption that ck¾ 6· dk¾. We now conclude
that R 6j=Ind C¾ by using the ground convergence of R. 2
Example 4.2. Let R be the following set of conditional rules:
0 • 0! true
0 • p(0)! false
s(x) • y! x • p(y)
p(x) • y! x • s(y)
s(p(x))! x
p(s(x))! x
0 • x = true) 0 • s(x)! true
0 • x = false) 0 • p(x)! false:
The constructors s and p are not free, a test set here is:
nat = f0; p(0); p(p(x)); s(0); s(s(x))g
bool = ftrue; falseg.
Note that the term s(s(x)) is inflnitary thanks to the set f0; s(0); s(s(0)); s(s(s(0))); : : :g.
The term p(p(x)) is also inflnitary thanks to the set f0; p(0); p(p(0)); p(p(p(0))); : : :g §
Example 4.3. (Example 4.1 continued) A test set here is:
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nat = f0; s(0); s(s(x))g
bool = ftrue; falseg
list = fnil; cons(0; nil); cons(s(x); nil); cons(s(x); cons(y; z))g. §
4.3. inductive rewriting
To simplify goals, we generalize the inductive rewriting relation deflned in .Bouhoula
and Rusinowitch (1995), so that we can use induction hypotheses and other conjectures
which are not yet proved, as well as axioms, during the simpliflcation.
Definition 4.2. Let R be a conditional rewrite system and let H be a set of conditional
equations. Consider a clause C[s¾]. We write: s¾ C7¡!RhHit¾, if there exists a conditional
equation R · Vni=1 ai = bi ) s = t 2 R [H such that:
1 if R 2 H, then R¾ `c C and fs¾g À fa1¾; b1¾; : : : ; an¾; bn¾g.
2 8i 2 [1 : : : n] 9ci such that ai¾ C7¡!
⁄
RiHici and bi¾
C7¡!
⁄
RhHici.
Definition 4.3. (Inductive Rewriting) Let R be a conditional rewrite system and
let H be a set of conditional equations. Consider a clause C. We write: C[a]u 7!RhHi
C[a0]u if and only if a
C7¡!RhHi a0 and C[a0]u `c C[a]u.
The set H in the deflnition is intended to contain induction hypotheses and conjectures
which are not yet proved, in the proof system described below. This rule allows us to
prove more conjectures than previous approaches.
Example 4.4. Consider a speciflcation with the only axiom s(s(0)) = 0 , then the propo-
sition s(s(x)) = x is an inductive property. The methods of .Reddy (1990), .Bouhoula
and Rusinowitch (1995), .Bouhoula et al. (1995) fail to prove this conjecture if we con-
sider the cover set f0; s(x)g. Indeed, the instantiation of x by s(y) gives us the equation
s(s(s(y))) = s(y) which cannot be simplifled by the axiom. Now, thanks to the new induc-
tive rewriting, s(s(s(y))) = s(y) can be simplifled into s(y) = s(y), using the conjecture
s(s(x)) = x in spite of its not being yet proved, since s(s(y)) = y `c s(s(s(y))) = s(y). §
Inductive rewriting is stable by substitution:
Lemma 4.1. For all substitution ¿ : C 7!RhHiC 0 implies C¿ 7!RhHiC 0¿ .
4.4. case analysis
Case analysis is a most important rule in the context of inductive theorem proving,
where case splitting arises naturally from an induction hypothesis. The case analysis used
in this paper simplifles a conjecture with conditional rules where the disjunction of all
conditions is inductively valid.
Definition 4.4. (Case Analysis) Let R be a conditional rewrite system and let C be
a clause. We deflne the case analysis for C as follows:
Case Analysis: C[s] ‘ fP1¾1 ) C[s1]; : : : ; Pn¾n ) C[sn]g
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Generate: (E [ fCg; H) ‘J (E [ ([¾E¾); H [ fCg)
if 8¾ 2 CS§(C):
either C¾ is a tautology and E¾ = ;
or C¾ 7!RhH[E[fCgi C0 and E¾ = fC0g
otherwise E¾ = Case Analysis(C¾).
Case Simplify: (E [ fCg; H) ‘J (E [ E0; H)
if E0 = Case Analysis(C).
Simplify: (E [ fCg; H) ‘J (E [ fC0g; H)
if C 7!RhH[Ei C0
Subsume: (E [ fCg; H) ‘J (E;H)
if C is subsumed by another clause of R [H [ E.
Delete Tautology: (E [ fCg; H) ‘J (E;H)
if C is a tautology.
Figure 4. Inference system J .
where for each i 2 [1 : : : n] we have:
Pi ) li ! ri 2 R;
s=ui = li¾i;
si = s[ri¾i]ui ;
and R j=Ind P1¾1 _ ¢ ¢ ¢ _ Pn¾n.
Example 4.5. (Example 3.1 continued) Consider the following clause:
even(x) = true _ odd(x) = true:
We have:
R j=Ind even(x) = true _ even(s(x)) = true:
Then, we apply Case Analysis to get:
1 even(x) = true) even(x) = true _ false = true
2 even(s(x)) = true) even(x) = true _ true = true. §
4.5. a proof procedure for conditional theories
Let R be a conditional rewrite system and let CS be a cover set for R. Our procedure is
deflned by a set of transition rules (see Figure 4). This procedure is a generalization and
extension of our previous procedures .(Bouhoula and Rusinowitch, 1995; Bouhoula, 1996).
The Generate rule allows us to derive lemmas. The Case Simplify rule simplifles a
conjecture with conditional rules, where the disjunction of all conditions is inductively
valid. The Simplify rule reduces a clause C with axioms from R, induction hypotheses
from H, and other conjectures which are not yet proved. Note that Simplify permits
mutual simpliflcation of conjectures. This rule implements simultaneous induction and
is crucial for e–ciency. The rules Subsume and Delete Tautology delete redundant
clauses.
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4.5.1. soundness
We now prove that our inference system is sound, and refutationally sound.
Lemma 4.2. The inference system J is sound.
Proof. Let C` be a minimal counterexample w.r.t. Deflnition 3.10. We show that what-
ever rule is applied to C, a contradiction is obtained.
Generate: Suppose that the rule Generatey is applied to C. Since the substitution `
is ground and R-irreducible there exists a cover substitution ¾ for C and a ground
substitution ¿ such that: ` = ¾¿ . C¾ cannot be a tautology, which means that we have
two possibilities:
1) If there exists a clause C 0 such that C¾ 7!RhH[E[fCgi C 0. Then, by Lemma 4.1, we
have C` 7!RhH[E[fCgi C 0¿ . The instances of clauses of H[E[fCg used in the rewriting
step are smaller than C` w.r.t. `c, and therefore, they are valid in R. Then, R 6j= C 0¿ .
On the other hand, we have C 0¿ `c C` and C 0 2 [iEi, which is a contradiction, since
we have proved the existence of an instance of a clause of [iEi which is not valid and is
smaller than C` w.r.t. `c.
2) Assume that the rule Case Analysis is applied to C¾, then there exists a non-
empty sequence of conditional rules:
P1 ) l1 ! r1; : : : ; Pn ) ln ! rn 2 R
and a sequence of positions u1; : : : ; un in C¾ such that:
C¾=u1 = l1µ1; : : : ; C¾=un = lnµn
and R j=Ind P1µ1 _ ¢ ¢ ¢ _ Pnµn. The result of applying Case Analysis is:
fP1µ1 ) C¾[r1µ1]u1 ; : : : ; Pnµn ) C¾[rnµn]ung:
Then there exists k such that R j= Pkµk¿ . Let Ck · Pkµk ) C¾[rkµk]uk , we have
R 6j= Ck¿ , since R j= Pkµk¿ , R j= lkµk¿ = rkµk¿ , and R 6j= C`. On the other hand,
Pkµk¿ ¿ flkµk¿g, and rkµk¿ ` lkµk¿ , since Pk ) lk ! rk is a rewrite rule, so Ck¿ `c C`,
which is a contradiction.
Case Simplify: This case is similar to the previous one.
Simplify: Suppose that the rule Simplify is applied to C. Then, there exists a
clause C 0 such that C 7!RhH[Ei C 0. By Lemma 4.1 we have C` 7!RhH[Ei C 0`. The
instances of clauses of H [ E used in the rewriting step are smaller than C` w.r.t. `c
and therefore are valid in R. Hence, R 6j= C 0`. On the other hand, we have C 0` `c C`
and C 0 2 [iEi, which is a contradiction.
Subsume: Since R 6j= C`, C cannot be subsumed by an axiom of R. If there exists
C 0 2 H [ (E n fCg) such that C · C 0‚ _ r, we have R 6j= C 0‚`, then, r = ; and ‚ = I,
since C is minimum in [iEi w.r.t. subsumption ordering. Therefore, C 0 62 (E n fCg).
On the other hand, C 0 62 H, otherwise the rule Generate can also be applied to C, in
contradiction with a previous case. Hence, this rule cannot be applied to C.
y Let R0 and H0 be two sets of clauses and suppose that R (resp., H) is the set of conditional rules
(resp., equations) of R0 (resp., H0). By abuse of notation, the relation 7!R0hH0i will be denoted by
7!RhHi.
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Delete Tautology: Since R 6j= C`, C is not a tautology and this rule need not be
considered. 2
The inference system J can refute false conjectures. This result is a consequence of the
following lemma:
Lemma 4.3. The inference system J is refutationally sound.
Proof. Let C be a clause in Ei and let (Ei; Hi) ‘J (Ei+1; Hi+1) be obtained by the
application of an inference rule to C. Let us show that R j=Ind Ei [Hi implies R j=Ind
Ei+1 [Hi+1. We will discuss the situation according to the rule which is applied to C:
Generate: Suppose that the rule Generate is applied to C with the cover substitu-
tion ¾. If C¾ is not a tautology, there are two possibilities:
1) There exists C 0 such that C¾ 7!RhH[E[fCgi C 0. Let ¿ be a ground substitution, by
the Lemma 4.1, we have C¾¿ 7!RhH[E[fCgi C 0¿ . By assumption, the instances of clauses
of H [E [fCg which are used during the rewriting step, are valid. Hence, R j= C 0¿ , and
therefore R j=Ind C 0.
2) Case Analysis is applied to C¾. Then, there exists a non-empty sequence of condi-
tional rules:
P1 ) l1 ! r1; : : : ; Pn ) ln ! rn 2 R
and a sequence of positions u1; : : : ; un in C¾ such that:
C¾=u1 = l1µ1; : : : ; C¾=un = lnµn
and R j=Ind P1µ1 _ ¢ ¢ ¢ _ Pnµn. The result of the application of Case Analysis is:
fP1µ1 ) C¾[r1µ1]u1 ; : : : ; Pnµn ) C¾[rnµn]ung:
Suppose that there exists k such that R 6j=Ind Ck · Pkµk ) C¾[rkµk]uk . Then there
exists a ground substitution ¿ (we can assume that C¾¿ is ground without loss of
generality) such that R 6j= Ck¿ . Then, R j= Pkµk¿ , and R 6j= C¾¿ [rkµk¿ ]. Therefore,
R j= lkµk¿ = rkµk¿ . This implies that R 6j= C¾¿ [lkµk¿ ], which is a contradiction.
Case Simplify: This case is similar to the previous one.
Simplify: Suppose that the rule Simplify is applied to C. Then, there exists a clause
C 0 such that C 7!RhH[Ei C 0. Let ` be a ground substitution. By Lemma 4.1, we have
C` 7!RhH[Ei C 0`. The instances of the clauses of H [ E used in the rewriting step are
valid by assumption. Hence R j= C 0` and therefore R j=Ind C 0.
Subsume and Delete Tautology: If C is deleted, then R j=Ind Ei+1, since Ei+1 µ Ei
in this case. 2
4.5.2. refutational completeness
In this section we study the refutational completeness of the proof by induction pro-
cedure. We flrst introduce the following deflnitions:
Definition 4.5. (Strongly Complete Function, Strongly Complete System) Let f 2 D be
a su–ciently complete deflned function. If for all the rules pi ) f(t1; : : : ; tn)! ri whose
left-hand sides are identical up to a renaming „i, we have R j=Ind
Wn
i=1 pi„i, then f is
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strongly complete w.r.t. R. We say that R is strongly complete if any function symbol is
strongly complete w.r.t. R.
Note that a su–ciently complete rewrite system is not necessarily strongly complete.
This can be shown by the following example:
Example 4.6. Let R be a conditional rewrite system which deflne the predicates • and
P with constructors 0 and s:
0 • x! true
s(x) • 0! false
s(x) • s(y)! x • y
x • y = true) P (x; y)! false (4.1)
s(x) • y = false) P (s(x); y)! true:
We can easily show that R is su–ciently complete and that it is not strongly complete,
because if we consider axiom 4.1, the precondition x • y = true is not an inductive
consequence of R. §
The transformation of a su–ciently complete rewrite system into an equivalent strongly
complete system is obvious, if the functions are su–ciently complete over free construc-
tors. For example:
Example 4.7. Consider Example 4.6, the system R is equivalent to the following one,
which is strongly complete.
0 • x! true
s(x) • 0! false
s(x) • s(y)! x • y
P (0; x)! false
s(x) • y = true) P (s(x); y)! false
s(x) • y = false) P (s(x); y)! true: §
Now, we add to the inference system J the following rulesy (see Figure 5). The rules
Positive (resp., Negative) Decomposition, Positive Clash and Eliminate Trivial
Equation take advantage of the fact that constructors are free to simplify clauses. The
rules Delete, Occur Check and Negative Clash delete redundant clauses.
Lemma 4.4. Let R be a ground convergent rewrite system. Then the inference system J
is sound.
Proof. Let C` be a minimal counterexample w.r.t. Deflnition 3.10. We show that,
whatever rule is applied to C, we obtain a contradiction.
y Inference rules for free constructors are necessary to guarantee the refutational completeness of the
inference system J .
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Positive Decomposition: (E [ ff(!s ) = f(!t ) _ rg; H) ‘J (E [ ([ifsi = ti _ rg); H)
if f is a free constructor.
Negative Decomposition: (E [ f:(f(!s ) = f(!t )) _ rg; H) ‘J (E [ f
W n
i=1 :(si = ti) _ rg; H)
if f is a free constructor.
Positive Clash: (E [ ff(!s ) = g(!t ) _ rg; H) ‘J (E [ frg; H)
if f and g are two distinct free constructors.
Eliminate Trivial Equation: (E [ f:(s = s) _ rg; H) ‘J (E [ frg; H)
Delete: (E [ fW ni=1 :(xi = ti) _ rg; H) ‘J (E;H)
if for all i : xi 62 Var(ti) and r‰ is a tautology where ‰ = fxi ˆ ti j i 2 [1 : : : n]g:
Occur Check: (E [ fW ni=1 :(xi = ti) _ rg; H) ‘J (E;H)
if there exists i such that: xi 6· ti, xi 2 Var(ti)
and ti is a constructor term that is inductively irreducible by R.
Negative Clash: (E [ f:(f(!s ) = g(!t )) _ rg; H) ‘J (E;H)
if f and g are two distinct free constructors.
Figure 5. Inference system J (continued).
Positive Decomposition: Suppose that the rule Positive Decomposition is ap-
plied to
C · f(s1; : : : ; sn) = f(t1; : : : ; tn) _ r:
Since R 6j= C`, we have R 6j= f(s1; : : : ; sn)` = f(t1; : : : ; tn)`. Therefore, there exists i
such that R 6j= si` = ti`. Let Q · si = ti _ r. Then we have Q 2 [iEi, R 6j= Q`, and
Q` `c C`, which is a contradiction.
Negative Decomposition: Suppose that the rule Negative Decomposition is ap-
plied to
C · :(f(s1; : : : ; sn) = f(t1; : : : ; tn)) _ r:
Since R 6j= C`, we have R j= f(s1; : : : ; sn)` = f(t1; : : : ; tn)`. By assumption, R is
a ground convergent rewrite system and f is a free constructor. Therefore, for all i,
R j= si` = ti`. Let Q ·
Wn
i=1 :(si = ti) _ r. Then we have Q 2 [iEi, R 6j= Q`, and
Q` `c C`, which is a contradiction.
Positive Clash: Suppose that the rule Positive Clash is applied to
C · f(s1; : : : ; sn) = g(t1; : : : ; tn) _ r:
Since R 6j= C`, we have R 6j= r`. On the other hand, r` `c C`, and r 2 [iEi, which is
a contradiction.
Eliminate Trivial Equation: Suppose that the rule Eliminate Trivial Equation
is applied to
C · :(s = s) _ r:
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Since R 6j= C`, we have R 6j= r`. On the other hand, r` `c C`, and r 2 [iEi, which is
a contradiction.
Delete: Suppose that the rule Delete is applied to
C ·
n_
i=1
:(xi = ti) _ r:
Then, for all i : xi 62 Var(ti) and r‰ is a tautology where ‰ = fxi ˆ ti j i 2 [1 : : : n]g.
Therefore, R j= C`, which is a contradiction.
Occur Check: Suppose that the rule Occur Check is applied to
C ·
n_
i=1
:(xi = ti) _ r:
Then there exists i such that xi 6· ti, xi 2 Var(ti) and ti is inductively irreducible by R.
Therefore, R j= C`, which is a contradiction.
Negative Clash: Suppose that the rule Negative Clash is applied to
C · :(f(s1; : : : ; sn) = g(t1; : : : ; tn)) _ r:
Since f and g are two distinct free constructors and R is ground convergent we have R 6j=
f(s1; : : : ; sn)` = g(t1; : : : ; tn)` and therefore R j= C`, which is a contradiction. 2
The inference system J can also refute false conjectures. This result is a consequence
to the following lemma:
Lemma 4.5. Let R be a ground convergent rewrite system. Then the inference system J
is refutationally sound.
Proof. Let C be a clause in Ei and let (Ei; Hi) ‘J (Ei+1; Hi+1) be obtained by the
application of an inference rule to C. Let us show that R j=Ind Ei [Hi implies R j=Ind
Ei+1 [Hi+1. We will discuss the situation according to the rule which is applied to C:
Positive Decomposition: Suppose that the rule Positive Decomposition is ap-
plied to
C · f(s1; : : : ; sn) = f(t1; : : : ; tn) _ r:
Let ` be a ground substitution. Since R j= C`, we have either R j= r`, or R j=
f(s1; : : : ; sn)` = f(t1; : : : ; tn)`. The flrst possibility gives the desired conclusion imme-
diately. Let us therefore assume the second one. Since R is a ground convergent rewrite
system and f is a free constructor, then for all i we have R j= si` = ti`. Hence, every
clause Q · si = ti _ r verifles R j= Q`.
Negative Decomposition: Suppose that the rule Negative Decomposition is ap-
plied to
C · :(f(s1; : : : ; sn) = f(t1; : : : ; tn)) _ r:
Let ` be a ground substitution. Since R j= C`, we have either R j= r`, or R 6j=
f(s1; : : : ; sn)` = f(t1; : : : ; tn)`. The flrst possibility gives immediately the desired con-
clusion. Let us therefore assume the second one. There exists necessarily an i such that
R 6j= si` = ti`. Therefore, R j= (
Wn
i=1 :(si = ti) _ r)`.
Positive Clash: Suppose that the rule Positive Clash is applied to
C · f(s1; : : : ; sn) = g(t1; : : : ; tn) _ r:
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Let ` be a ground substitution. Since R is ground convergent and f and g are two distinct
free constructors, then R 6j= f(s1; : : : ; sn)` = g(t1; : : : ; tn)`, and therefore R j= r`.
Eliminate Trivial Equation: Suppose that the rule Eliminate Trivial Equation
is applied to
C · :(s = s) _ r:
Let ` be a ground substitution. Then we have R 6j= :(s = s)`, and therefore, R j= r`.
Delete, Occur Check and Negative Clash: If C is deleted then R j=Ind Ei+1, since
Ei+1 µ Ei in this case. 2
Now, let us use test sets rather than cover sets and let us add to the inference system J
the following rule:
Disproof: (E [ fCg; H) ‘J Disproof
if no other rules are applied to C.
The inference system J is refutationally complete, in that any conjecture that is not
valid in the initial model will be disproved. This result is a consequence of the following
result:
Lemma 4.6. Let R be a conditional rewrite system which is strongly complete over free
constructors. If the rule Disproof is applied to C, then C is not an inductive consequence
of R.
Proof. Let C be a clause such that no condition of the rules of J rather than Disproof
hold for C. Let us flrst show that C does not contain any deflned function. Assume
that C contains a term s of the form f(t1; : : : ; tn), where f is a deflned function and for
all i 2 [1 : : : n], ti 2 T (C;X ). Since f is su–ciently complete, f(t1; : : : ; tn) is inductively
reducible. Let ¾ be a test substitution of C. By Deflnition 3.8, s¾ is an instance of
a left-hand side of R. Then, inductive rewriting or else case analysis can be applied,
since f is strongly complete. Therefore, the Generate rule is applied to C, which is a
contradiction. We conclude that the clause C contains only constructor terms.
Now, since the constructors are free and no simpliflcation rules can be applied to C,
then C is necessarily of the form
Vn
i=1 xi = ti ) r, such that for all i, xi 6· ti. On
the other hand, for all i, we have xi 62 Var(ti), otherwise the rule Occur Check is
applied to C since for all i, ti is inductively irreducible by R. Consider the substitution
‰ = fxi ˆ ti j i 2 [1 : : : n]g. The clause C‰ is not a tautology, since otherwise the
rule Delete could be applied to C. Then, the clause C‰ is provably inconsistent, and
therefore, by Theorem 3.1, C‰ is not an inductive consequence of R, and flnally C is not
an inductive consequence of R. 2
Theorem 4.2. Let R be a ground convergent rewrite system that is strongly complete
over free constructors. If a derivation issued from (E0; ;) terminates by the application of
the rule Disproof, then R 6j=Ind E0. Conversely, if R 6j=Ind E0, then all fair derivations
issued from (E0; ;) terminate by the application of the rule Disproof.
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reg
H
reg
H
 q(0,t)
c(0,t) c(1,t)
   q(1,t)
c(2,t)
Figure 6. Forward counter.
Proof.
) by Lemmas 4.2 and 4.4.
( by Lemmas 4.3, 4.5 and 4.6. 2
5. A Computer Experiment
Our theorem prover SPIKE is designed to prove the inductive validity of a set of clauses
in a conditional theory. The flrst step in a proof session is to orient the axioms of the
speciflcation as rewrite rules using the lexicographic path ordering, by introducing the
precedence and the status of function symbols. The second step is to check whether all
deflned functions are completely deflned. The third step is to compute a test sety and
induction positions. After these preliminary tasks, the proof starts: SPIKE flrst instanti-
ates conjectures to be proved by induction schemes (cover sets or test sets) at induction
positions and simplifles them by axioms, other conjectures or induction hypotheses. Each
cycle generates new subgoals that are processed in the same way as the initial conjectures.
Example 5.1. Suppose we have a forward counter (see Figure 6) and a backward counter
(see Figure 7). The speciflcation of these two counters is immediate (see Figure 8). To
prove the termination of the axioms, we can use the lexicographic path ordering ` (see
.Dershowitz (1987)) with the following precedence on function symbols:
0 ` s ` true ` false ` init ` input ` + ` ⁄ ` not ` c1 … q1 ` c … q
The theorem to be proved is:
q(i; t) = not(q1(i; t)):
This problem cannot be proved by Nqthm (without modifying the axioms and the signa-
tures) due to the presence of mutually recursive operators. Note also that the speciflcation
y If the functions are not su–ciently complete, a cover set must be introduced by the user (see
Example 5.1).
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reg
H reg
H
c1(0,t) c1(2,t)   c1(1,t)
not(q1(0,t)) not(q1(1,t))
Figure 7. Backward counter.
speciflcation: counter
sorts nat, bool;
constructors:
true: ! bool;
false: ! bool;
+ : bool bool ! bool;
⁄ : bool bool ! bool;
0: ! nat;
s : nat ! nat;
input : nat ! bool;
init : nat ! bool;
deflned functions:
c : nat nat ! bool;
q : nat nat ! bool;
c1 : nat nat ! bool;
q1 : nat nat ! bool;
not : bool ! bool;
axioms:
c(0; t)! input(t);
c(s(i); t)! c(i; t) ⁄ q(i; t);
q(i; 0)! init(i);
q(i; s(t))! q(i; t) + c(i; t);
c1(0; t)! input(t);
c1(s(i); t)! c1(i; t) ⁄ not(q1(i; t));
q1(i; 0)! not(init(i));
q1(i; s(t))! q1(i; t) + c1(i; t);
not(not(x))! x;
not(x+ y)! not(x) + y;
Figure 8. Speciflcation of counters.
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q(x1,x2) = not(q1(x1,x2))
c(x1,x2) = c1(x1,x2)
c(x1,x2) * q(x1,x2) = c1(s(x1),x2)
c1(x1,x2) * not(q1(x1,x2)) = c1(s(x1),x2)
Ok
Ok
Subsumed by an axiom
Simplification by
induction hypotheses
Figure 9. Proof of the conjecture q(i; t) = not(q1(i; t)).
is not su–ciently complete, and that the function not is not deflned over constructors
(not(not(x))! x). The scheme of the proof generated by SPIKE is presented in Figure 9.
Here is the direct proof generated by SPIKE:
cover set for R:
-> bool = {false; true; not(x1); x1+x2; x1*x2; init(x1); input(x1)}
-> nat = {0; s(x1)}
induction positions of functions:
-> c : [[1]]
-> q : [[2]]
-> c1 : [[1]]
-> q1 : [[2]]
-> not : [[1]]
E0 = {q(x1,x2) = not(q1(x1,x2))}
Application of generate on:
q(x1,x2) = not(q1(x1,x2))
with test substitutions:
x2 -> {0; s(x1)}
1) init(x1) = not(q1(x1,0)) ;
2) q(x1,x2)+c(x1,x2) = not(q1(x1,s(x2)))
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E1 = {init(x1) = not(q1(x1,0)) ;
q(x1,x2)+c(x1,x2) = not(q1(x1,s(x2)))}
H1 = {q(x1,x2) = not(q1(x1,x2))}
Simplification of:
q(x1,x2)+c(x1,x2) = not(q1(x1,s(x2))) by H1:
not(q1(x1,x2))+c(x1,x2) = not(q1(x1,s(x2)))
E2 = {init(x1) = not(q1(x1,0)) ;
not(q1(x1,x2))+c(x1,x2) = not(q1(x1,s(x2)))}
H2 = {q(x1,x2) = not(q1(x1,x2))}
Simplification of:
init(x1) = not(q1(x1,0)) by R[H2 U E2]:
init(x1) = init(x1)
Simplification of:
not(q1(x1,x2))+c(x1,x2) = not(q1(x1,s(x2))) by R[H2 U E2]:
not(q1(x1,x2))+c(x1,x2) = not(q1(x1,x2))+c1(x1,x2)
E3 = {init(x1) = init(x1) ;
not(q1(x1,x2))+c(x1,x2) = not(q1(x1,x2))+c1(x1,x2)}
H3 = {q(x1,x2) = not(q1(x1,x2))}
Delete init(x1) = init(x1)
Simplification of:
not(q1(x1,x2))+c(x1,x2) = not(q1(x1,x2))+c1(x1,x2)
1) not(q1(x1,x2)) = not(q1(x1,x2)) ;
2) c(x1,x2) = c1(x1,x2)
E4 = {not(q1(x1,x2)) = not(q1(x1,x2)) ;
c(x1,x2) = c1(x1,x2)}
H4 = {q(x1,x2) = not(q1(x1,x2))}
Delete not(q1(x1,x2)) = not(q1(x1,x2))
Application of generate on:
c(x1,x2) = c1(x1,x2)
with test substitutions:
x1 -> {0; s(x1)}
1) input(x2) = c1(0,x2) ;
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2) c(x1,x2)*q(x1,x2) = c1(s(x1),x2)
E5 = {input(x2) = c1(0,x2) ;
c(x1,x2)*q(x1,x2) = c1(s(x1),x2)}
H5 = {c(x1,x2) = c1(x1,x2) ;
q(x1,x2) = not(q1(x1,x2))}
Delete input(x2) = c1(0,x2)
it is subsumed by:c1(0,x1) = input(x1) of R
E6 = {c(x1,x2)*q(x1,x2) = c1(s(x1),x2)}
H6 = {c(x1,x2) = c1(x1,x2) ;
q(x1,x2) = not(q1(x1,x2))}
Simplification of:
c(x1,x2)*q(x1,x2) = c1(s(x1),x2) by H6:
c1(x1,x2)*not(q1(x1,x2)) = c1(s(x1),x2)
E7 = {c1(x1,x2)*not(q1(x1,x2)) = c1(s(x1),x2)}
H7 = {c(x1,x2) = c1(x1,x2) ;
q(x1,x2) = not(q1(x1,x2))}
Delete c1(x1,x2)*not(q1(x1,x2)) = c1(s(x1),x2)
it is subsumed by:c1(s(x1),x2) = c1(x1,x2)*not(q1(x1,x2)) of R
E8 = {}
H8 = {c(x1,x2) = c1(x1,x2) ;
q(x1,x2) = not(q1(x1,x2))}
The initial conjectures are inductive consequences of R
6. Summary
In this paper, we have proposed a general scheme for test set induction together with
a simple soundness proof. The main arguments in favor of our method are:
Well-Founded Ordering: The well-founded ordering on which induction is based
is exactly the termination ordering used to orient the axioms into rules. Therefore, the
numerous mechanical tools that were designed to prove termination of rewrite systems
are readily available for suggesting good induction orderings.
Induction Schemes: Schemes are flrst deflned by a function which, given a conjecture,
selects the positions of variables where the induction will be applied (induction variables)
and then by a special set of terms, called a cover set or a test set, with which these
variables must be instantiated. The computation of induction positions is carried out only
once for a given speciflcation and determines whether a variable position in a conjecture
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is an induction variable or not. Then we guarantee the e–ciency of the method because
it is no longer necessary to consult the axioms in order to select the induction variables
of a conjecture.
Case Analysis: With test set induction, case analysis can easily be simulated by term
rewriting. Divergence problems are avoided by applying conditional rules.
Generation of Lemmas: The lemmas are generated by replacing the induction vari-
ables of a conjecture by cover sets or test sets and applying inductive rewriting or case
analysis.
Mutual Induction: Conjectures are processed in a non-hierarchical order. New sub-
goals to be proved are simply added to this list. Therefore, mutual induction is automati-
cally handled by our technique. This point is also crucial for handling mutually recursive
deflnitions. Recently, we have noticed that our approach has some advantages concerning
this problematic aspect of explicit induction techniques .(Bouhoula, 1994a).
Refutation: We can refute false conjectures by producing counterexamples. A con-
jecture is rejected whenever an inconsistency appears. We have proposed a new notion
of provable inconsistency which allows us to refute more false conjectures than with
previous approaches. Our strategy is also refutationally complete, in that it refutes any
conjecture which is not valid in the initial model, provided that the axioms are ground
convergent and the functions are strongly complete over free constructors (not restricted
to Boolean speciflcations). This property is very useful for debugging speciflcations.
Our test set induction procedure is implemented in the prover SPIKE. In contrast to
the majority of current proof systems that construct their proofs step by step and require
frequent user intervention, not to say a great expertise on the part of the user, SPIKE
has proved several interesting problems with a minimum of interaction with the user
.(Bouhoula, 1994b).
We plan to enhance the system with decision procedures .(Rushby et al., 1992; Shankar,
1996), as well as generalization techniques for suggesting lemmas .(Andrew and Bundy,
1996) and we hope to prove more challenging problems with a minimal number of lemmas
provided by the user.
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